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Our Manufacturing Facility
Indigo s2000

Digital Offset Printing
Silkscreen printing
Hot stamp foil application
Embossing
Encoding and mag-stripe for Hi-Lo and Lo-Co cards
Thermal Printing (sequential numbers, bar-codes, personalized information)
Custom packaging, such as fin-wrap, blister and skin pack, and clamshell pack
Virtually any service related to plastic cards

We can print
on any material
thickness upto
600 microns
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Plastic Cards
Indigo s2000

We design & develop a huge range of plastic card products for
the domestic as well as for the international market. We
manufacture high quality laminated PVC cards printed in 1, 2, 3
and full colors on single or both sides, providing vibrant color
reproduction for the best results. Our range of cards have radiuscut rounded corners and can be customized in size, shape,
design or any other specification as per client's requirements. We
also offer bulk ordering for our clients, and ensure quality,
punctuality and customer satisfaction. Our wide range of plastic
cards are used for various applications such as membership
cards, ID cards (identification card), club cards, health cards,
smart cards & ATM cards.

Size : 86mm x 54mm , customized
size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 300 microns, 500 microns,
600 microns, 760 microns ,
1000 microns
Options : signature panel, scratch-off
panel, Loco or Hico magnetic Strip,
personal data, photo, embossing,
numbering ,etc.
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Exhibitor Card
Indigo s2000

These are essentially plastic cards that allow print to stay
permanent for years and without any trace of damage.
Our Plastic Economy Cards are more than just Cheap
Business Cards! Plastic Economy Cards can be thermally
numbered, barcoded, are writeable (Which means no
extra plate charge for a signature panel), and come with
multiple color front printing standard at no extra charge
for plates.
Our design staff will take your artwork and assist you in
creating a plastic exhibitor card that embodies your
organizations image, vision and goals.

Size : 71mm x 111mm, customized
size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 300 microns, 500 microns,
600 microns
Options : personal data,
photo, numbering ,etc.
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Gold & Silver Cards
Indigo s2000

Available in metallic gold &silver base with multicolor
printing option. We accept customer's logos and
imprint them on our cards. We offer Matt,Gloss and
Satin finishes in all our gold and silver cards. The base
material is mainly plastic that offers durability.

Size : 86mm x 54mm , customized
size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 300 microns, 500 microns,
600 microns, 760 microns ,
1000 microns
Options : signature panel, scratch-off
panel, Loco or Hico magnetic Strip,
personal data, photo, embossing,
numbering ,etc.
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Coin Cards
Indigo s2000

We are engaged in manufacturing coin cards that are
extensively used by banks and jewellers. Available in
different weights, these can be perfect gift to your
near and dear ones on occasions like festivals and
anniversaries.

Size : 86mm x 54mm , customized
size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 800 microns
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Warranty Cards

This is a plastic made warranty card with customized
printing option on each sides. Multicolor options are
also available apart from single color designing and
printing. Variety can be offered in terms of embossing
or tipping, bar-codes can also be printed on these
cards.

Indigo s2000

Size : 86mm x 54mm , customized
size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 300 microns, 500 microns,
600 microns, 760 microns ,
1000 microns
Options : signature panel, scratch-off
panel, Loco or Hico magnetic Strip,
personal data, photo, embossing,
numbering ,etc.
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Transparent Card

One side see through transparent cards are printed in
multicolor options on one side. We take customized
printing orders where we imprint logos, images, etc.
the photograph of any particular person can also be
printed with ease. The plastic material is durable to
use and carry.

Indigo s2000

Size : 86mm x 54mm , customized
size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 300 microns, 500 microns,
600 microns, 760 microns ,
1000 microns
Options : signature panel, scratch-off
panel, Loco or Hico magnetic Strip,
personal data, photo, embossing,
numbering ,etc.
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Business Card
Indigo s2000

Plastic Business Cards
offer the following benefits:
Hard-wearing and waterproof
Can be printed in regular, gloss or metallic colours
(including gold and silver)
Our most economical plastic card for low quantities
of card in a single colour
Clear (transparent) background cards are available

Plastic business cards offer you the advantage of a highimpact first impression. Compared to a normal paper card the
difference is immediately apparent. Plastic business cards
leave a lasting impression on your clients, putting your best
image forward and sticking with them. Tired of your
prospective clients throwing away your business cards? Plastic
Business Cards are the solution! Our Cards are printed on PVC
Card Stock that is identical to the PVC Card Stock used to
print credit cards on. It is tough, waterproof, and the quality
and extra effort you put into your self promotion will be
immediately apparent.

Can be printed in holographic print

Size : 86mm x 54mm , customized
size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 300 microns, 500 microns,
600 microns, 760 microns ,
1000 microns
Options : signature panel, scratch-off
panel, Loco or Hico magnetic Strip,
personal data, photo, embossing,
numbering ,etc.
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Indigo s2000

Promotional
products
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Mouse Pad with
two coaster

We supply Mouse Pads with printing information about your
products and services on a custom printed plastic mouse pad.
This will increase your company's visibility to the customers
and prospects. Custom printed plastic promotional mouse
pads last for years and will serve as a daily reminder to use
your products or services. Promotional mouse pads ensure
brand and product recognition every day. Place a plastic
mouse pad on every client's desk and see your sales grow!
Promotional mouse pads ensure brand and product recognition
everyday. Available in wide variety of :

Indigo s2000

Size : 8” x 8” customized size, specialshaped cards also available
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Luggage Tag
Indigo s2000

This is one of the most recent
arrivals in the market where we
make available designer luggage
tags in different deigns and colors.
It is very useful for manufacturers of
bags and suitcases in placing their
logo in an attractive manner.,
multicolor options, and single color
designs are available at a very
affordable cost. Clients can order
the quality of the products as per
their own requirement.

Size : 86mm x 54mm , customized size,
special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 300 microns, 500 microns, 600
microns, 760 microns , 1000 microns
Options : signature panel, scratch-off panel,
Loco or Hico magnetic Strip, personal data,
photo, embossing, numbering ,etc.
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Badges
Indigo s2000

We design and develop a huge range of Badges for the
domestic as well as for the international market. We
manufacture high quality laminated PVC cards printed in
multiple colors on single or both sides, providing vibrant color
reproduction for the best results. Our range of Badges with
Pins have radius-cut rounded corners and can be customized
in size, shape, design or any other specification as per client's
requirements. We also offer bulk ordering for our clients, and
ensure quality, punctuality and customers satisfaction.

Size : 66mm x 39mm , 44mm Round
customized size, special-shaped cards
also available
Thickness : 300 microns, 500 microns,
600 microns, 760 microns ,
1000 microns
Options : personal data, photo,
embossing, numbering ,etc.
Material Used : PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Poster
Indigo s2000

Plastic posters
No minimum quantity
Available in super gloss outshine quality or matt finish
As per customers' requirement
Size : 12 “ X 18” , customized size, special-shaped also available
Thickness : 500 microns
Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt

A poster is any piece of printed
paper designed to be attached to a
wall or vertical surface. Typically
posters include both textual and
graphic elements, although a
poster may be either wholly
graphical or wholly textual. Posters
are designed to be both eyecatching and convey information.
Posters may be used for many
purposes, and they are a frequent
tool of advertisers (particularly of
events, musicians and films),
propagandists,
protesters
and
other
groups
trying
to
communicate a message. Other
types of poster are educational
posters, academic or conference,
and generally low cost compared
to original art work. Many people
also collect posters and some
famous posters have themselves
become quite valuable. Collectors
and vintage posters are usually
framed and matted. Posters may
be of any size.
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Scale
Indigo s2000

Scales/Ruler
Want
to
make an even bigger
impact
for
your
promotional ruler. We are
here to assist you in
creating a custom plastic
ruler. Our custom printed
plastic rulers can bring
focused attention to your
printed
message
and
brand
identification.
,Attractive and suitable
for advertising ,Available
in various sizes and
width.

Size : 6” x 1”.25 , customized size, special-shaped also available
Thickness : 600 microns, 760 microns
Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Bookmarks
Indigo s2000

We offer beautiful bookmarks. Available in
different materials, in different dimension and
we welcome your logo and design. These are
manufactured out of a number of plastic
substrates and can be used to meet any
advertising budget. Available in single to 4
colour combination, Customised as per the
specification, Die cut shapes to make greater
impact.

Size : 6” x 1.25” ,
customized size, specialshaped cards also available
Thickness : 500 microns
760 microns
Material Used: PVC-ABS
Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Counter Mats
Indigo s2000

We offer plastic Counter mats that create brand awareness at the point of purchase. With the
help of counter mats, advertise your message and product to your targeted clients. Counter
mats are cost effective promotional tools. Printing information about your products and
services on counter mats will increase your company's visibility to your customers and
prospects.

Tough, wipe clean, and extremely durable
These tough mark resistant hard top promotional counter mats are a great way to get your message noticed
Size :12”x 18”, customized size, special-shaped also available
Thickness : approx 5 mm.
Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend Plastic with EVA FOAM ON BACK SIDE.
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Plastic Tent Cards
Indigo s2000

We offer Plastic Table Tents in variety of designs, sizes and patterns. Use table tent signs to
attract attention to your products and services. Identify new products, special promotions,
work stations, the proper line to stand in and to indicate specific areas. Available in various
shapes like A, L and so on :

Size : 7.5” X 5.5” , customized size, special-shaped cards also available Thickness :,500 microns
Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Promotional
Magnets
We offer a Promotional Magnets in a wide
array of patterns, shapes and designs.
Promotional magnets are rarely thrown
away and provide years of advertising
power at a low cost. You need no needle,
no brooch, and no clutch. Your marketing
message will be always at hand with your
clients when printed on our high quality
magnets. Make them an effective
promotional tool for your company
products and services.

Size : 2” x 2” , customized size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 600 microns;1000 microns
Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend Plastic with flexible magnet on back side.
Finish : Gloss / Matt

Indigo s2000
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Tyvek Wrist Band
Indigo s2000

Our Wristbands come in many different varieties, ranging from non-stretch Tyvek to holographic
plastic and our top of the line exquisite sparkle wristbands. Wristbands are a great way to identify
people with certain groups when you are hosting a big event. They are used daily by businesses,
clubs, theme parks, carnivals and corporations. The material for production is provided by world
famous du-pont company.

Tyvek wristbands are economical, durable, and tear-resistant.
Our Tyvek wristbands are ideal for quick and easy patron identification.
Strong adhesive closure and unique tamper cuts cause Tyvek wristbands to shred if tampered with. One time use only.
can be use at public gatherings such as pop concerts, conventions and trade fairs as well as many commercial enterprises.
Size : 1" x 10“ 3/4" x 10"
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Coaster
Indigo s2000

These are plastic made promotional coasters with customized printing option both sides
multicolor printing options are also a apart from one color printing and desinging varity can be
offered in terms of sizes and finish coasters are ideal as give a ways in any event and
promotional activities, events. We provide a wide gamut of coasters that are manufactured
using high quality plastic and are available in a variety of designs, prints and shapes to choose
from. Competitively priced, these coasters are ideal for using in homes, offices and other places
and are highly durable. Some of the Available options are as follows Sunflower Theme Coasters
Coral Theme Coasters Garden Theme Coasters Coasters For Tea.
Size : 92mm x 92mm , customized size, special-shaped cards also available
Thickness : 600 microns, 760 microns
Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Lenticular Products
Indigo s2000

Your Photos, Logos, Business Cards, Calendars, Recipes, "Save the Date" Wedding Favours can be
turned into 3D Custom Imprinted Promotional Products. We are able to print almost anything on to a
3d lenticular printing Promotional Products.You may send your image as a Jpeg, EPS or PDF file, in
an email attachment.We believe we offer an excellent service and fast turnaround for our products,
Custom Made Promotional, Collectors Custom 3d Imprinted Promotional Products and Promotional
gifts, as well as Save the Date 3d lenticular printingr Promotional Gifts. We specialise in short runs,
as well as long. 3D Custom Imprinted 3d Lenticular Promotional Products Effects
3D Lenticular Flipping (or views changing) is always the first choice. Different images could be seen
when the card is tilted or seen from different angles. You could combine 2-3 different images, e.g.
put your product's image or marketing message in one frame and your company's name or logo in
another or merge 12 images together to create various kinds of "Special effects".
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Material : PVC ABS Blend (Plastic)
Size: 66 mm x 39 mm
70 mm x 45 mm
86 mm x 29 mm
30 mm x 65 mm
29 mm x 55 mm
21 mm x 58 mm
customized size, special-shaped also available
Thickness : 600 microns, 760 microns , 1000 microns
Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
Minimum Quantity: 500 Pcs

We supply all kinds of Key Chains and can manufacture them according to your sample and
designs. Promotional Key Chains are a great way to keep your company logo on your
customers mind. Different options in the key chains are available with us ranging from
product shape key chain, Card Holder key chain and many more. Our company offers a
massive selection of Key Chains in dozens of shapes and styles. Impress your customers and
employees with some of our Key Chains. Customized colours, sizes and shapes available upon
requests. They are popular for promotion.
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Indigo s2000

Personalized
Products
&
Corporate
Identity
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Certificates
Indigo s2000

Available in one side multicolor variable
printing &metallic prints also available.
Can
be
customized
as
per
the
specifications of our clients. Used as
rewards for students, friends, family, party
guests, anybody. Reward the student of
the week, the player of the game, the
spelling bee winner, teacher of the month,
employee of the year, a student that has
worked hard, you can even reward
yourself.

Size up to A- 3
Round Corners
No need to frame
Thickness : 600 microns, 760 microns , 1000 microns
Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Lanyard
Indigo s2000

Multi Color printing
Multicolor logo on attchment
Various Color printing also
available

Lanyards are widely used to display badges, tickets or ID cards for
identification where security is required. Many public places such as
hospitals, colleges , and some schools as well as public gatherings such as
pop concerts, conventions and trade fairs as well as many commercial
enterprises.we have diffrent type of lanyards with satin finsh with special ink
printing on it , we also make mullticolor printed lanyards.
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Personalized /
Customised Calendars

We make use of plastic (PVC-ABS Blend) for the
production of calender cards but we also take
demands of paper cards. The designs, themes and
colors can be printed as per the choice of our
clients. The customization can be done on the
dimension part also. There is no limit in the
quantity demanded. We can make up to A-4 size.

Indigo s2000

Size : 10” x4.5”
8” x 10”
8.5 “ x 5.25”
Paper : 300 gsm lumi art card
Finish : lamination Gloss / Matt
optional with wiro binding.
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Personalized Notebooks

We offer a wide range of
Note Books in different
sizes. We have made a
good
reputation
by
supplying note books of
quality
paper
at
a
competitive price and ontime delivery. Add your
company information for
lasting affects.
Choice of two sizes (14,9x21 cm & 10,5x14,9 cm)
Option of personalising the cover with a background photo and a second photo in the foreground
Choice of 8 themes to enhance your notebooks
Select the pattern for your paper: small squares, lined, lined with margin, music paper or none
Easy to create : add your photos, select your theme and add a message on the back of the cover
Contains 50 sheets (100 pages)
Size : A-4 and B-5 , customized size, also available
Thickness : 600 microns PP cover with premium 80 gsm 5 coloured pages
Options: personal data, photo, and Personalizedd name, etc.
Finish : Gloss / Matt

Indigo s2000
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Door Hangers
Indigo s2000

Our plastic Door Hangers are made of durable, reusable
plastic and can be die cut into any shape. Also Custom
imprinted with graphics as per your need and
requirement. Specially used in hotels, resorts, hospitals,
pharmaceuticals
companies
and
health-care
professionals.

Size : 10” x 4”, ,
customized size, specialshaped also available
Thickness : 0.76mm
Material Used: PVC-ABS
Blend Plastic
Finish : Gloss / Matt
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Tags
Indigo s2000

Size : customized size, specialshaped cards also available
Thickness : 300 microns,500
microns, 600 microns, 760
microns , 1000 microns
Options: photo, barcode ,
numbering, etc.

Tags are one of the most used trendy items these days.
We manufacture tags in various shapes, designs, colors.
Personalizedd logos can also be ordered for. Designs are
imprinted on plastics that are durable and long lasting.
They are widely used in bags, boxes, bottles, etc.

Material Used: PVC-ABS Blend
Plastic/ PP / POLYSTER / ANY
OTHER SUBSTRATE
Finish : Gloss / Matt

